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f'3PART II
ANNUAL OUTPUT, OF FINISHED COMMODITIES,
IN CURRENT AND 1929 PRICES
PREFACE
'HE statistical analysis in Part I yielded for each
dd year in the period the value of output, by
linor commodity groups, of finished manufac-
Lired commodities, as well as of total output of
DflstructiOfl materials, of other unfinished manu-
ictured commodities, and of servicing and re-
airs rendered by manufacturing establishments.
'he data relating to construction materials are
ow segregated for separate treatment and are not
to again until Part VI, whichis devoted to
1e derivation of the estimates of the volume of
Dnstruction. The estimated output of unfinished
ianufactured products is not used again in the
nalysis, except as a subsidiary item in Part VII.
'he value of servicing and repairs is analyzed
'irther in Part II, but is not utilized again until
art V. The estimate of the output of finished
ianufactured commodities, however, constitutes
departure point for further detailed study in
arts II—V, an analysis which by supplementing
ud refining the information contained in Part I
nally yields annual estimates of the flow of fin-
lied goods 'to ultimate consumers, at the cost to
in either current or constant prices.
To this transition from odd-year values of the
utput of finished manufactured commodities
anufacturers' current prices to the annual values
F the flow offinished products to ultimate con-
imers at the cost to them in either current or con-
ant prices, the analysis in Part II contributes sev-
raldistinctsteps. First, the output of the small
roup of finished commodities that do not pass
'irough the manufacturing process is estimated.
econd, the output of finished manufactured corn-
iodities, by minor commodity groups, and the
Etlue of servicing are estimated for the intercensal
ears. Third, the domestic output of finished
)IflijiOdities is adjusted for imports and exports,
[elding the volume of finished commodities, pro-
[121]
diiced or imported, destined for domestic con-
sumption. Finally, an attempt is made to adjust
the result obtained in step three for changes in
prices. These four steps result in an annual esti-
mate, in both current and constant producers'
prices, of the flow of finished commodities, by
minor commodity groups, destined for domestic
consumption.
1 OUTPUT OF FINISHED, NON-MANUFAC-
TURED COMMODITIES
Only a few commodities reach the ultimate con-
sumer without first passing through the manufac-
turing process: fruits and vegetables, dairy and
poultry products, the products of fisheries, and
coal. The inclusion of these commodities in our
estimates was advisable for two reasons. First, it
was desirable to supplement our estimates in order
to obtain the total of finished commodities flowing
to ultimate consumers.1 Second,later parts of
this study, which deal with distributive margins,
are based upon a comparison of the value of fin-
ished products when they leave the producing es-
tablishments with their value as they pass through
the distributive channels to their ultimate con-
sumers. Non-manufactured finished commodities,
like finished manufactures, pass through the chan-
nels of wholesale and retail trade and cannot al-
ways be segregated from the latter at that stage.
Hence, to assure the comparability of the value of
output with thatoof the flow to ultimate consüm-
ers at the cost to them, it was necessary to acid to
the output of finished manufactured products, at
manufacturers' prices, the output of finished, non-
manufactured commodities, at producers' prices.
Each group of non-manufactured commodities
1 Some of the less important non-manufactured finished com-
modities, such as flowers, non-manufactured ice, and game,
could not be included, for lack of data.FART II
that contains a finished part represents a mixed
commodity item, and must, therefore, be sub-
jected to an analysis similar to that carried through
in Table 1—3. The unfinished parts of the products
of farms and fisheries were segregated on the basis
of the value of materials consumed in manufactur-
ing; the finished part was then obtained as a re-
mainder. For anthracite and bituminous coal the
part going to ultimate consumers was evaluated
directly, on the basis of the estimate for 1923 pro-
vided by the Bureau of Mines. The allocation of
the mixed commodity groups in Table IT—i was
approximate, a qualification especially important
for bituminous and anthracite coal, since they, by
themselves, constitute a distinct minor commodity
subgroup.
2 OUTPUT OF FINISHED MANUFACTURES
AND SERVICING FOR INTERCENSAL YEARS
The total output of finished manufactured com-
modities, as estimated by minor commodity groups
in Part I, is available only for Census of Manu-
factures years. Consequently our second task was
to estimate the corresponding totals for the inter-
censal years, and by adding the few finished, non-
manufactured commodities arrive at an annual
series of the tOtal output of finished commodities.
Similarly, the volume of servicing and repairs ren-
dered by manufacturing establishments had to be
interpolated.
If the estimate of •intercensal year values by
minor commodity groups is to be more than a
guess, data are needed that shed some light on the
annual changes in manufacturing output for a
fairly large number of specific branches of the
manufacturing industry. At this point two minor
commodity groups distinguished in Part I had to
beabandoned—6b,miscellaneousperishable
products, and 8, personal furnishings—and the
value of their output distributed among the other
commodity groups. These two groups could not
be retained in the subsequent analysis partly be-
cause no basis for intercensal year estimates was
available for them, partly because it would have
been impossible to follow them through the dis-
tributive channels (in Part
The apportionment, among the other groups,
of the items in the two abandoned commodity
classes, and the effect on the totals for the former
are shown in detail in Table 11—2 and Note A to
it. Since both the miscellaneous perishable and
personal furnishings groups were of relatively
small absolute size, and their totals were dis-
tributed among a fair number 'of absolutely large
commodity groups, the effect on most of the latti
was quite small. In 1929 the resulting
additions in these other commodity groups wei
as follows: group 2, 0.4; 3, 1.4; 7, 17.2; F2, 2.
13, 25.9; 19, 1.9; 20, 55.3; 22, 1.7. Thus, significai
increases occurred in the totals for dry goods an
notions; toys, games, and sporting goods; an
pOrtal)le household appliances and other suppli
In the last two groups this increase meant a co
siderable addition of commodities with an ave
age life somewhat shorter than that characteri
ing the commodities that had heretofore be
included.
The data used in the estimates of the values fi
intercensal years are summarized in Note A I
Table11—3, which indicates the exact basis of ti
estimate for each minor commodity group f
each year. For years since 1926 general reliance w
placed upon the gross income data for manufa
turing corporations, reported annually in Stati
tics of Income for major and minor groups
manufacturing industries. For earlier years Peni
sylvania and Massachusetts state census data wei
used, as well as the results of a special tabulatiç
of corporate income tax returns by R. C. Epsteii
In addition, several special indexes were used. TI
attempt throughout was to obtain interpolatir
indexes that were specific and as equal as possib
in scope to the minor commodity groups. Whei
a selection among several interpolation index
was possible, we chose the index that follow
most closely the movement of the Census total
Since frequent basing points were available' in ti
form of the totals for the Census years, and ti
interpolation was thus confined to obtaining ti
value of the middle year in each set of three, tl
possible errors in these intercensal year estimat
could not be appreciable.
For servicing and repairs rendered by man
facturing establishments the estimate of interce
sal year values was based upon the interpolat
values of output of the most closely related mini
commodity groups. Thus, for servicing of co
sumers' durable commodities the annual estima
of output of passenger cars and auto parts w
used as an interpolation index; for servicing
producers' durable, except railroad repair sho1
the combined output of industrial machinery,
comotives and railroad cars, and shipbuildin
Only for the volume of servicing rendered by ra
road repair shops was a special interpolation i
dex used, based on the maintenance-of-equipme
expenditures as reported by the Interstate Coi
merce Commission. The resulting annual es
[122]nates of the output, by minor commodity groups,
)f finished maflufactured products, and of the
'olume of servicing and repairs are brought to-
;ethcr in Table 11—3.
3 ADJUSTMENT FOR IMPORTS ANI)
EXPORTS
rhe estimates obtained so far were of the domestic
)utput of finished commodities, while the even-
ual aim was to study the flow of finished corn-
nodities to ultimate domestic consumers. The
ource of such a flow may he outside the country's
udustrial system, the commodities coming in as
mports; on the other hand, some part of the do-
nestic output of finished commodities may. go
broad. It was therefore necessary to pass from the
lornestic output of finished commodities to the
low of finished commodities destined for domestic
:onsumption, a transition that was accomplished
y adjusting the value of domestic outputfor im-
)orts and exports.
In this adjustment we do not, of course, deal
vith total imports and exports. To every minor
:ornrnodity group, the value of imports of finished
:ommodities alone must he added. From every
ninor commodity group the value of finished ex-
)orts alone must be subtracted; this value in-
cludes, however, total exports of mixed com-
modity items. Finished exports and imports were
segregated for 1929, entailing a detailed analysis
of the commodity breakdown of the statistics on
foreign trade; the full details of the resulting classi-
fication are given in Table II1_2.2
Since the adjustment for imports and exports
is to be applied to the value o. domestic output
when measured in manufacturers' or producers'
prices, the values o. imports and exports must be
in comparable prices. It was assumed that imports,
flowing primarily to wholesalers, are in prices com-
parable to producers' prices in this country. But
most exports are in ternis of charged by
wholesalers, and fot- our purpose, are overvalued
to the extent o. the margins added by exporting
wholesalers. While it is difficult to say that whole-
salers' prices are the basis of valuation for all fin-
ished commodities exported, and while for some
finished commodities the. export price may be
lower than the domestic price, it seemed most
reasonable to assume that on the whole the export
values were in terms of prices charged by whole-
salers, and should therefore be scaled downward
2Thistable was placed in Part III because it l)ears directly
uponthederivation o distributive margins in 1929.
by the spread between prices charged by pro-
diicers and by wholesalers. Such spreads were es-
timated for cacti minor commodity group on the
!)asiS of operating expenses shown for 1929 in the
Censusof1)islri b u lion: Wholesale Trade. The
exact magnitude of the adjustment may be seen
by coniparing the adjusted export values (Table
11—4) with the unadjusted export values (Table
111—2). The total scaling down amounted in 1929
to 246 million dollars, out of a total 2,069 million
of exports of finished commodities.
Imports and exports were adjusted for in dc-
tail 1929 alone. Table 11—4 shows the magni-
tude, of the net balance, both absolute and as a
percentage of total domestic output for each minor
group. For the groups in which this
percentage in 1929 was in excess of 10 the net l)al-
ance of imports and exports for other years was
measured by addition and subtraction of the single
commodity values included in each group, with
the result that the ratio of the net balance to do-
output was allowed to vary from year to
year. In other groups, where the percentage of the
net balance to domestic output was in 1929 less
than 10, it was considered permissible to apply to
the domestic value of output in other years a con-
stant percentage adjustment equal to that for
1929. The only exception was for food products
and passenger cars, both because o. the large ab-
solute magnitude of the adjustments involved and
their variability in percentage terms over time.
This adjustmentforimportsandexports
yielded annual estimates of the value, by minor
commodity groups, of finished commodities
duced and imported, destined for domestic con-
sumption (Table 11—5).
4 ADJUSTMENT FOR PRICE CHANGES
The most important step in the attempt to meas-
nrc the flow of finished commodities and of serv-
icing in constant prices was to construct indexes
that would show changes in producers' prices for
each minor commodity group and each type of
servicing so far distinguished. This involved:(a)
the choice of the appropriate price data; (b) their
combination into indexes, entailing the choice of
weights and base year;(c) the adjustment of
values for those minor commodity groups for
which no specific price indexes couldbe con-
structed.
(a) A basic decision in the selection of: price
data involved the choice between the wholesale
price series collected and published by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics and the prices that could be dc-
OUTPUT OF FINISHED COMMODITIESPART II
rived from the Census of Manufactures itself. The
character of the Bureau of Labor Statistics whole-
sale price data is well known. Prices could be ob-
tained from the Census of Manufactures when-
ever it reported both the value and quantity of
output of a given commodity for more than one
year. By dividing the dollar value by the number
of quantity units, we computed several such price
series.
At first glance the measures derived from the
Census Of Manufactures appear a better gauge of
changes in prices charged by manufacturers than
do the wholesale prices published by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics, since the former are taken di-
rectly from the records of manufacturing enter-
prises and the latter are collected also from trade
journals and other sources, and may in many cases
represent prices charged or quoted by whole-
salers. However, further analysis dispels this im-
pression. First, the movement of prices derived
from the Census may reflect changes in quality,
which are especially frequent among finished
commodities; consequently, the adjustment for
changesinthesepriceswillnot allowthe
movement of output to reflect changes in quality.
For example, the Census may show for two succes-
sive years the same quantity of pairs of shoes pro-
(luced, butquality of the shoes may have risen.
Other conditions being equal, the dollar value of
output will rise from the first to the second year,
and the price derived from the Census will show
the same rise. The application of this price in the
adjustment for price changes will indicate a con-
stant output, during the time that there has actu-
ally been an expansion in output, since although
the same number of units has been turned out,
their average quality has risen. The price quota-
tions of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, on the
contrary, being for ohe and the same specific
commodity, will in this case show no rise, and the
application of these prices to the dollar volume
will show an increase of output in terms of con-
stant prices, a true reflection of the expansion in
the physical volume of production. In some cases,
it is true, the Bureau of Labor Statistics indexes
fail to measure properly the price changes of a
qualitatively standard commodity. But the at-
tempt is made, whereas by definition, the price
measures derived from the Census reflect changes
in quality.
Thus, even when prices derivable from Census
data are available, they are less suitable for our
purposes than Bureau of Labor Statistics quota-
tions, whenever the commodity in question may
• [124]
be undergoing changes in quality that are not r
fiected in the quantity reports of the Censu
Moreover, the Census prices are available on
for Census years, and then only for a few cor
modities. The second limitationis,of cours
largely clue to the difficulty of a quantity count
qualitatively heterogeneous commodities. Co:
sequently, indexes based on Census data wou]
have made possible the adjustment of dollar
ues for only a few minor commodity groups. F(
these reasons, it was decided to use Bureau
Labor Statistics wholesale price data, supplemen
ing them by such other price series as seemed 1
be needed and were available.
The fact that Bureau of Labor Statistics qu
tations may refer to prices charged by wholesale
rather than to those charged by manufacturers (
producers is not, from our point of view, a
defect. The use made of the price indexes d
mands that they shall be faithful gauges of tF
movement of prices charged by manufacturei
rather than of their absolute magnitude at an
given time. In view of the relatively small sprea
between manufacturers' and wholesalers' price
and the relative stability of distributive margir
for most finished commodities, it may be assume
that the movement of wholesalers' prices offers
good approximation to the movement of pric
charged by
After deciding to use primarily Bureau of L
bor Statistics wholesale price data, we next had t
choose specific price series, or group and sul
group indexes that would reflect the price chang
for the several minor commodity groups of or
classification. The indexes chosen are describe
in detail in Note A to Table 11—6. They are ai
pieciably more satisfactoryafter than befoi
1926, owing to the greater quantity of price da
in the later period. In the absence of price da
for important groups of producers' durable goo
(industrial machinery, electrical machinery, bc
motives and railroad cars) in Bureau of Lab
Statistics publications, the movement of pric
was studied from Interstate Commerce Commi
sion data.
(b) The decision to use Bureau of Lab
Statistics data in no way .predetermined the sele
tion of weights and of the base year. The mo
appropriate weights are the quantities of finishi
SSeePart 1\T.This,of course, does not dispose of another p
sible defect of the reported prices,i.e., that they are pric
quoted rather than actually charged. Statistical analysis can
little to remedy this defect, which, however, should be tak
into consideration in interpreting the results of the adjustme
for price changes.OUTPUT OF FINISHED COMMODITIES
manufactured commodities produced and im-
ported, destined for domestic consumption. For-
tunately, the weights used by the Bureau of La-
bor Statistics itself are fairly good approximations
to these ideal weights. Their character appears
clearly from the following description in its latest
comprehensivebulletinonwholesaleprices
(Wholesale Prices, 1931, Bul. 572, Washington,
1933): 4'In compiling the index numbers the in-
dividual items were weighted according to the
importance of each article in the country's mar-
ket. The \•veighting factors for 1930 and 1931
were based on the census of manufactures data
as compiled by'the Bureau of the Census for the
years 1925 and 1927, and, in cases where the cen-
sus of manufactures data were not available, other
official or dependable private sources were used.
Beginning with January, 1932, weighting factors
based upon the census.years 1927 and 1929 were
employed. However, in the case of farm products
and for agricultural commodities included in the
foods group, the 3-year average 1927—1929 was
used in determining the weighting factors"(p.
It might have been possible, by dint of consid-
erable labor, to refine the weighting system of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics, using more recent
Census data and segregating finished from unfin-
ished manufactured products more carefully. But
experience indicates that the effect of weights on
the price indexes can easily be exaggerated. In
our own computation comparison of price indexes
for 1929 based on 1927—29 and on 1923—25
weights reveals but slight differences. The Bu
reau of Labor Statistics reported a similar lack of
effect when weights were shifted from a 1909 to
a 1919 base (Wholesale Prices, 1890—1923, Bul.
367, Appendix E, pp. 230—4). We therefore de-
cided to use the weights based on the Census data
for 1927—29, as used and reported by the Bureau
of. Labor Statistics;and touse the1923—25
weights for those indexes for the years before 1926
for which there was no exact counterpart in the
later half of the period.
The final choice to be made before the specific
price indexes could be computed was that of the
base year. Since Census data for manufacturing,
distribution of sales of manufactured products,
distributivetrades, and contract construction,
were available for 1929, and it is, therefore, the
basic year in this study, it was thought best to re-
See also the special release by the Bureau of Labor Statistics
inMarch1935: Quantity Weighting Factors Used in Calculating
Index Numbers, 1890—1934.
tamthe identity of the dollar totals for 1929,
when expressed in both current and constant
prices. Hence, 1929 was chosen as the base year
for which the price level was to be taken as 100.
Also, since in most groups the price level moved
little from 1925 to 1929, prices in 1929 were ap-
proximately at the level characterizing the middle
three or the middle five years of the entire period,
1919—33. Of course, no unwarranted importance
should be attached to the assumption that prices
in 1929 were at the level of 100, and certainly no
attribution of normality. Such a misinterpreta-
tion of basing points of time, unfortunately too
common, would of course be equally erroneous
whether our base year was 1929, any other single
year, or any specific set of years.
Table 11—6 brings together all the group price
indexes that it was possible to construct, and its
notes indicate the coverage. In several minor
commodity groups the coverage is fairly complete;
in others it runs below 50 per cent; in still others
it is perilously narrow. The attempt was made to
construct specific price indexes for as many minor
commodity groups as possible, since a specific in-
dex of even limited coverage is preferable to a
price index whose area of coverage had but an
indirect relation to the area represented by the
minor commodity group.
(c) Nevertheless, there are still a. few minor
commodity groups for which no specific price in-
dex, no matter how narrow in coverage, could be
constructed. Table 11—7 shows, for those minor
commodity groups for which specific price in-
dexes could be computed, the dollar values ad-
justed for price changes; and the combined value
by the four major commodity classes in both 1929
and current prices. The difference between the
combinedtotal of these minor groups in cur-
rent prices and the comparable complete total for
each major commodity class is the dollar value,
in current prices,for which no specific price
indexes could be computed. On the whole, the
preponderant part of each major commodity class
total could be adjusted for price changes with the
help of specific price indexes. The percentages so.
adjusted range from 94 to 96 for the perishable
class; from 96 to 97 for semidurable; from 72 to
80 for consumers' durable; and from 56 to 63 for
producers' durable. But, high as these percent-
ages are, they still leave in each major commodity
class some minor commodity groups for which no
specific price indexes could be computed.
In the absence of such speciific price gauges it
[125]PART II
was thought best to apply the combined price in-
dex for the corresponding major commodity class.
These commodity-class price, indexes were de-
rived by dividing the combined value, in current
prices, of all the minor commodity groups for
which specific price indexes were available, by
their combined value in 1929 prices. The result-
ing four indexes are given in Table 11—7, which
shows also the results of their application in the
adjustment of values for the few minor commodity
groups for which no specific price indexes could
be presented in Table II—6. The adjustment is
obviously crude, and not much reliance should
be placed upon its results.
Finally, we should note the adjustment for
price changes in the value of servicing and re-
S
[126]
pairs rendered by manufacturing establishments.
For values of consumers' durable servicing, the
bulk of which is rendered in connection with
passenger cars, the price index that was applied
in the adjustment of the dollar volume of pas-
senger cars and auto parts was used. To adjust the
value of production of railroad repair shops a
specialprice index, obtained from Interstate
Commerce Commission data, was used (Table
11—6). For the other values in the producers' du-
rable class the general price index for the major
class of producers' durable commodities was used.
The adjusted values of servicing and repairs, i.e.,
the values in 1929 prices, are given in Table 11—7,
together with the adjusted values of finished com-
modities.Table 11—1
ANNUAL OUTPUT OF NON-MANUFACTURED COMMODI-
TIES THAT GO IN PART TO ULTIMATE CONSUMERS,
1919—1933
This table, in five parts, each devoted to a separate group of products, pro-
vides estimates, at prices charged by producers, of the value of finished farm
products, fish and coal that go to ultimate consumers.



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ADJUSTED TOTALS FOR SEVERAL MINOR COMMODITY
GROUPS, REARRANGED FOR INTERPOLATION AND
•SUBSEQUENT ANALYSIS, CENSUS YEARS, 1919-1933



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ANNUAL OUTPUT OF FINISHED PRODUCTS BY MINOR
COMMODITY GROUPS, 1919-1933
This, table combines the values of finished manufactured commodities and
servicing shown for Census years in Tables I—4 and 1—6 with the values
of finished non-manufactured commodities shown, annually in Table II—!.
The data used to estimate the output off finished manufactured commodities
and servicing in the intercensal years are described in Note A following
the table. .






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3OUTPUT OF FINISHED COMMODITIES
Note A to Table TI—S
DATA EMPLOYED IN ESTIMATING OUTPUT OF FINISHED MANUFACTURED
COMMODITIES FOR INTERCENSAL YEARS
Four principal sources were utilizedin the construction of.
indexes on which to base the intercensal year estimates, the last
two of the four usually being combined into one index or
sample:
1.R. C. Epstein and F. M. Clark, A Source Book for the Study
of Industrial Profits (Department of Commerce, 1932). This
volume provides sales figures from 1919 to 1928 for 2,046 manti-
facturing corporations classified into 74 minor groups.
2.Statistics of Income, 1926 to 1933. This annual publication
of the Bureau of Internal Revenue provides gross income data
for all manufacturing corporations l)y major and minor indus-
trial groups.
3.Reports on Productive industries ... ofthe Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, 1919 to 1933. These annual reports provide a
complete annual census of manufactures for the State of Penn-
sylvania.
4.Principal Data Relative to Manufactures in Massachusetts,
1919 to 1933. Another state census available annually.
In addition to these four principal sources special supplemen-
tary sources were used whenever available. In the following
notes arranged by minor commodity groups the principal sources
are designated Epstein, Statistics of Income and Pennsylvania-
Massachusetts. Unless other dates are given, reference to Epstein
or Pennsylvania-Massachusetts will assume utilization for the
intercensal years 1920, 1922, 1924 and 1926, and reference to
Statistics of Income, utilization for 1928, 1930 and 1932. All
special sources are described in detail both as to origin and
dates covered. The notes, however, reveal only the final choice
for each commodity group. Before the final choice was made,
as many interpolating indexes as could be assembled for each
commodity group were carefully compared. That index was
then chosen which seemed most closely to approximate the
movement of the related commodity group during the census
years.
BASIS OF INTERPOLATION FOR
INTERCENSAL YEARS
1Pennsylvania-Massachusetts and Statistics of Income
2Epstein and Statistics of Income
3Pennsylvania-Massachusetts and Statistics of Income
4Massachusetts, all years
5aQuantity production of gasoline, reported by Bureau
of Mines, multiplied by average annual price at 0kb-
homa re6nery, reported by Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Used for all years
6aPennsylvania-Massachusetts, all years
Sernidurable
7Pennsylvania-Massachusetts and Statistics of Income
9Pennsylvania- Massachusetts and Statistics of Income
10Pennsylvania-Massachusetts and Statistics of Income
11Pennsylvania-Massachusetts and Statistics of Income
12Pennsylvania-Massachusetts, all years
ISPennsylvania-Massachusetts, all years
14Epstein, 1920. For other years, shipments of all tires
and tire sundries as reported by the Rubber Manufac-
turers' Association
Consumers' Durable
15Pennsylvania-Massachusetts and Statistics of Income
16Pennsylvania-Massachusetts and Statistics of Income
17Retail sales of refrigerators, washing machines, and
[139]
MINOR
COMMODITY BASIS OF INTERPOLATION FOR
GROUP INTERCENSAL YEARS
vacuum cleaners reported in the annual statistical
issues of Electrical Merchandising. Used for all years
18Pennsylvania-Massachusetts and Statistics of Income
19Pennsylvania only, all years
20Epstein, 1920 and 1922. New orders for electrical goods
reported in the Survey of Current Business, other years
21Pennsylvania-Massachusetts sample for musical i nstru-
ments, 1920 and 1922; for all other years retail sales
(lata reported in the annual statistical issues of Radio
Retailing
22Epstein and Pennsylvania-Massachusetts for 1928, 1930
and 1932
23Pennsylvania-Massachusetts and StatistIcs of Income
24Epstein and Statistics of Income
25Pennsylvania-Massachusetts, all years
26Passenger car production reported in Facts and Fig-
ures of the Automobile Industry, the annual statistical
compendium of the National AutomobileManufac-
turers' Association, all years
27Passenger car production, 1920, 1922 and 1924. Average
of three indexes, shipments of automobile accessories
to wholesalers, shipments of replacement parts and
shipments of service equipment, weighted equally as of
January 1925 (reported in Survey of Current Business),
1926, 1928, 1930 and1932
28Annual number of motorcycles produced compiled by
the Department of Commerce, multiplied ,by the avcr-
age expoii price reported annually in Foreign Coin-
merceand Navigation, all years
29Pennsylvania-Massachusetts, all years
30Pennsylvania -Massachusetts, all years
31Monumental stone sold or used by producers as re-
ported by the Bureau of Mines, all years
Producers' Durable
32aEpstein and Statistics of Income
bEpstein and Statistics of income
cIndexes of new orders for and shipments of machine
tools as reported in the Survey of Current Business,
all years
dShipments of steam, power and centrifugal pumps re-
ported in the Survey of Current Business, all years
eMassachusetts, all years
gEpstein and Statistics of Income
hEpstein and Statistics of Income
iEpstein and Statistics of Income
33Epstein and Statistics of income
34Annual production of farm equipment reported by
the Bureau of the Census, all years except 1932; Sta-
tistics of Income, 1932
35a Epstein and Statistics of Income





37Pennsylvania, 1920 and 1922; expenditures on equip-
ment by Class I Railways as reported by the Bureau





BASIS OF INTERPOLATION FOR
INTERCENSAL YEARS
38Pennsyl -Massachusetts, all years
39Motor truckproduction reportedin Facts and Figure.c
of the Automobile Industry,allyears
40For 1920, 1922 and 1924, straight line interpolation
between Census years; for other years annual produc-






BASIS OF INTERPOLATION FOR
INTF.RCENSAL YEARS
Output of passenger ears and auto parts
















Cost of maintaining equipment of Class
I Steam Railways reported annually in
Statistics of Railways, all years
Output of industrial machinery, locomo-
tives and railroad cars, and ships and
boats shown in Table 11—3, all years
[140]Table 11—4
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF FINISHED COMMODITIES AND
PERCENTAGE OF NET BALANCE TO TOTAL OUTPUT,
MINOR COMMODITY GROUPS, 1929
The list of specific commodities included under each Minor Group is given
in Table 111—2. The values of exports in Table 11—4 are at producers'
prices, excluding the wholesalers' gross margins possibly included in the










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ANNUAL VALUE 'OF FINISHED COMMODITIES DESTINED
FOR 1?OMESTIC CONSUMPTION, MINOR COMMODITY
GROUPS, 1919—1933
0
Thevalues in this table are the same as in Table 11—3 except for the ad-'
justments for exports and imports. Unless otherwise noted, the adjustments
for imports and exports are based on the percentage of net balance to total




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INDEXES OF WHOLESALE PRICES OF FINISHED PRODUCTS,
BY MINOR COMMODITY GROUPS,
The indexes are in terms of the prices for 1929 as Their derivation from
the price data collected by the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics is
described in Note A following this table. Additional comments will be
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Note A to Table II—6
DERIVATION OF PRICE INDEXES
Most of the indexes used were derived from the wholesale price
data of the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Marked revision
and addition of new series by the Bureau made necessary the
splitting of all derived indexes into two over-lapping periods,
1919—29 and 1926—33. The later period usually provided more
indexes for each particular group, thus yielding samples of more
complete coverage. In the construction of the indexes for both
periods the following procedure was adopted:
1.The Bureau of Labor Statistics indexes as reported were as-
signed to the different groups and subgroups of perishable, semi-
durable, consumers' durable and producers' durable commodi-
ties. Naturally many individual indexes could not be utilized
since they represented unfinished commodities.
2.The indexes assigned to each group or subgroup were
weighted, summated and then divided by the sum of the weights
in order to obtain composite weighted indexes. For 1926—33 the
weights used were those in Table 7, Bulletin No. 572, U. S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics. These weights were also used for the
earlier period when the commodities treated were identical with
those utilized in the later period. When the two sets of commodi.
ties were not identical, weights for the earlier period were oh.
taiiied from Bulletin 493, Appendix B, U. S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics.
3.Each composite index was then put on a 1929 base. That
computed for the earlier period was used for 1919—25 after the
level had been adjusted on the basis of a comparison of the two
1926 index numbers. This adjustment was made on the assump-
tion that the index computed for 1926-33 was.better since it
included more commodities.
The following notes indicate the composition of the indexes
utilized for the minor commodity groups; describe indexes used
other than those derived from the data of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics; and comment upon the coverage of the indexes. Cov-
erage must be measured very roughly since the Bureau of Labor
Statistics data are usually prices for certain standard grades of
articles, and therefore do not really provide complete coverage.
For example, the price index of mirrors, plate glass, beveled,
12 x 24 inches, each, does not necessarily correspond to a price
index of all mirrors. In the rough estimates of coverage given
below, however, it has been assumed that the presence of an
article in a Bureati of Labor Statistics index provides total
coverage for that article.
Perishable
1Foods and kindred products: The BLS index for was
used without alteration. Since it includes several non-manufac-
tured foods as well as a wide variety of manufactured foods and
food products, it undoubtedly affords almost complete coverage.
2Cigars, cigarettes, tobacco: For 1926—33 the BLS indexes
for cigarettes, cigars, plug tobacco, smoking tobacco, snuff and
safety matches were utilized. In the earlier years, a much poorer
coverage was obtained since only two BLS indexes were available,
plug and smoking tobacco.
3Drugs, toilet and household preparations: The BLS sub-
group index for drugs and pharmaceuticals, together with all
available individual indexes for soaps, were weighted and com-
bined. The resultant composite index seems io represent a cov-
erage of from 40 to 50 rer cent.
5aFuel and lighting products, manufactured and petroleum
products: For 1926—33 the following BLS indexes were utilized:
by.product coke, New Jersey; fuel oil, Pennsylvania; gasoline,
California, North Texas, Oklahoma and Pennsylvania; kerosene,
standard and water white; regular matches; oil, neutral, Gulf
coastal and Pennsylvania. For the earlier period such of
above indexes as were then available were used. The
is fairly complete.
5bCoal: Quantity figures were multiplied by the 1929 prici
see Table 11—1, d and e.
6aCaskets and coffins: For 1926—33 the BLS indexes of casket
metal and wood covered, were used. No data were availab]
prior to 1926.
Semidurable
7Dry goodsand notions: For 1926—33 the BLS subgroup it
dexes for cotton goods and woolen and worsted goods,
with the separate index for cotton thread, were weighted an
combined. During the earlier period the cotton and woolen an
worsted group indexes were used after the subtraction of cotto
blankets, hosiery and underwear, and of woolen blankets an
underwear from the respective groups. The final composite is
dex probably represents a coverage varying from 40 to 50
cent.
9Clothing and furnishings, men's and boys': For 1926—33 tli
ELS subgroup index for clothing, plus the separate indexes fc
men's cotton and silk hosiery, cotton underwear, woolen undei
wear, and gloves were utilized, providing an approximate cove:
age of 85 per cent. In the earlier period the estimated
drops to about 15 per cent since only the indexes [or hosier
underwear and gloves were available.
10Clothing, women's, misses' and children's, and furs an
fur goods: The BLS indexes for women's cotton and silk hosier
cotton underwear,, and gloves were weighted and combined,
ing a coverage of about 15 per cent. The adequacy of the inde
is roughly corroborated by the BLS retail cost of living index fc
all clothing.
11Shoes and other footwear: The BLS subgroup index ft
boots and shoes was used. A coverage of about 90 per cent
indicated.
12Miscellaneous house furnishings: For 1926-33 the BLS ii
dexes for blankets, comforters, table oilcloth, pillowcases, shade
sheets, tablecloths and mirrors were weighted and combinei
A probable coverage of about 40 per cent was thus secured. Pri
to 1926 the indexes for blankets were alone available, reducic
the coverage to not much more than 10 per cent.
14Tires and tubes: The BLS subgroup index for tires an
was used without change. In the earlier years this
was apparently less representative and indicated levels extrao
dinarily high as compared with those in later years. Such dal
as exist on the average value of tires (total production valt
divided by total quantity produced) do not reveal such violei
movements when put in the form of an index, although they d
reveal movement in the same direction.
Consumers' Durable
15Household furniture: The BLS subgroup index of furn
ture was used after the removal of the several types of ofTh
furniture. The coverage is almost complete.
16Stoves, ranges and water heaters: The BLS indexes for rad
ation and for coal, gas and oil stoves were weighted and con
bined. Prior to 1926 the stove indexes alone were available. Tl
probable coverage ranges from 30 to 70 per cent.
17Heavy household appliances: The BLS indexes for sewir
machines, vacuum cleaners, washing machines and electr
[152]OUTPUT OF FINISHED COMMODITIES
ironers were used for 1926—33. No satisfactory data were avail-
able for the earlier period.
18House furnishings: For 1926—53 the ELS indexes for carpets,
linoleums, felt-base floor coverings, bed springs and mattresses
were weighted and combined. A coverage of about 70 per cent
was attained. In the earlier period only the indexes for carpets
were available, reducing the estimated coverage to about 40 per
cent.
19China andhousehold utensils:The BLS indexes for knives
and forks, dinner sets, nappies, pitchers, plates, teacups and
saucers, and tumblers were weighted and combined. The cover-
age approximates 25 per cent; but the resultant index appears
somewhat unsatisfactory, especially during the recent depression
years.
25Luggage: The BLS indexes for suitcases and traveling bags
were weighted and combined,
26Passenger cars: The BLS index for passenger cars was uti-
lized, providing complete coverage.
27Auto-parts and accessories: Lack of more comparable in-
dexes compelled the use of the passenger car index.
28Motorcycles, bicycles and accessories: The passenger car
index was again utilized because of the lack of more appropriate
indexes.
Producers' Durable
32Industrial machinery and equipment: Lack of more satis-
factory data on industrial machinery compelled the use of
road construction indexes as presented by the Engineering
Section of the Bureau of Valuation, Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, in a mimeographed release, January 19, 1934, As an
index of industrial machinery, two of the railroad maintenance
of road accounts were utilized, roadway machines (no. 37), and
shop machinery (no. 44). These were weighted and combined
on the basis of the weights used by the Engineering Section in
its compilation of a general index.
33Electrical machinery: As for industrial machinery railroad
indexes given in the Interstate Commerce Commission release
were weighted and combined. The following accounts were used:
telephone and telegraph lines (no. 26), power transmission sys-
tems (no. 31), power distribution systems (no. 32). power line
poles and fixtures (no. 33), underground conduits (no, 34), power
plant machinery (no. 45), and power substation apparatus (no.
46).
34Farm machinery: The revised BLS index for farm machin-
ery, as reported in the Monthly Labor Review, August 1935,
was used.
36Office and store furniture and fixtures: For 1926—33 the
BLS indexes for four types of office furniture: armchairs, side;
armchairs, swivel; desks, flat top; and desks, typewriter, were
weighted and combined. For the earlier period the index corn-
puted for household furniture was used.
37Loconjojives and railroad cars: The Interstate Commerce
Commission railroad maintenance indexes were used (see Group
32 above). Four accounts were weighted and combined: steam
locomotives (no. 51), other locomotives (no. 52), freight-train
cars (no. 53), and passenger-train cars (no. 54).
39Business motor vehicles: For 1926—33 the BLS index for
trucks, weighted average price oftO 31/2 tons capacity, f.o.b.
wasutilized. No data were available for the earlier period.
42Carpenters' and mechanics' tools: For 1926—33 the follow-
ing BLS indexes were weighted and combined: augers, axes,
chisels, files, hammers, hatchets, planes, saws and vises. A similar
combination was utilizedfor the earlier period. Coverage is
probably fairly complete.
43Durable containers: The BLS index for steel barrels was
used, giving an estimated coverage of about 40 per cent. No data
were available prior to 1926.
Servicing ofproducers' durable,work(loneiflrailroadrepair
shops:TheInterstate Commerce Commission index for the
maintenance of all railway equipment was used.
[153]Table
ANNUAL VALUE OF FINISHED COMMODITIES AND SERV-
ICING DESTINED FOR DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION,
IN 1929 PRICES, MINOR COMMODITY GROUPS,
1919—1933
Thevalues inthis table correspond to those in Table 11—5 except that they
arein terms of 1929 price levels instead of price levels of the current year.
This table shows also the derivation of price indexes for those residual parts
of the major commodity groups for which no specific price indexes were
available.T
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